












De Luca Extra Virgin Olive Oil
produced in Italy with 100% Italian Calabrian olives from the Lametina plain

PREMIUM Superior quality Cold extracted by processes
mechanics within 4 hours of collection.

Carolea monoculture
EVO Carolea is characterized by a low acidity which on average varies between

0.2 and 0.3%, the0.2 and 0.3%, therefore a product of excellent quality.
Yellow in color with green reflections,

with a medium-delicate fruity aroma with hints of apple,
artichoke and herbaceous hints. The taste is very delicate and harmonious

Thanks to its characteristics linked to the unmistakably pleasant scent,
delicate and elegant, it is a particularly extra virgin olive oil
suitable for feeding children, therefore for weaning baby food

but also in fish-based pbut also in fish-based preparations that do not risk being
dominated by the flavor of the oil but rather delicately enriched.







De Luca Extra Virgin Olive Oil
De Luca Extra Virgin Olive Oil Ceremic Bottigia of 250,500 ml

De Luca Extra Virgin Olive Oil 100% Italian Monoculture Carolea The ceramic bottles for oil
they were used since ancient times to keep the yellow gold of Italy

and preserve its organoleptic properties
De Luca ceramics stand out

because they abecause they are hand painted by Calabrian master craftsmen
Its structure and its design, allow you to combine aesthetics and elegance, embellished with a

Heraldic emblem of the historical De Luca fault. 100% Italian handcrafted product



Condiment Based On Extra Virgin Olive Oil
superior category olive oil obtained directly from

olives extracted only by mechanical means
cold produced in Italy with 100% Italian olives

Monocultivar Carolea



Craft Beer Luminous De Luca Blond Ale 75 cl 5.5 vol 100% Italian Made In Calabria
The first luminous beer in the world is born on the market

STYLE: Blonde Ale - 5.5% vol. 100% Italian.
Beer with a golden color and very clear, it has a generous and creamy foam. 

Sweet and Fruity/Spicy Aromas Sweet and Full-bodied Taste 
With a Medium Dry and Delicately Alcoholic Finish.



Craft Beer De Luca Blond Ale 33 cl 5.5 vol 100% Italian Made In Calabria

STYLE: Blonde Ale - 5.5% vol. 100% Italian.
Beer with a golden color and very clear, it has a generous and creamy foam.

 Sweet and Fruity/Spicy Aromas Sweet and Full-bodied Taste With a Medium 
Dry and Delicately Alcoholic Finish.



De Luca Blanche Craft Beer 33 cl 4.5 vol
Straw-coloured Belgian wheat beer somewhat cloudy.

Spicy and slightly citrus aromas.White and creamy foam
Sweet and soft taste, dry finish and effervescent.



Spilinga Nduja Reserve Premium
Product Made With Selection Of Black Pig

Intense And Balanced Taste The Only Spreadable Salami
  Calabrian

100% Artisan Product
  Italian without preservatives and dyes

all our products are gluten, lactose and artificial colouring-freeall our products are gluten, lactose and artificial colouring-free

Casing formats:  180g    330g     2kg     12kg



La Pinsa comes from a mix of high quality flours, rice flour
made in Calabria, sourdough and extra virgin olive oil.
The dough is worked by hand in a completely different way from that
of pizza, giving rise to a product that has one of the authenticity
its strengths. To favor the digestibility of the Pinsa are the long
leavening and the high hydration of the dough that make it
ccrumbly and fragrant.


